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0 of 0 review helpful Good read for the novice and the slightly more math inclined By BG Hokie Light hearted book 
that adds to your understanding of chance and probability Has enough math for those of you who like their variables 
and equations For those of you who don t you can skim past the equations and still understand what is going on 0 of 0 
review helpful Some interesting items Our lives are governed by chance But what exactly is chance In this book 
accomplished statistician and storyteller Bart K Holland takes us on a tour of the world of probability Weaving 
together tales from real life from the spread of the bubonic plague in medieval Europe or the number of Prussian 
cavalrymen kicked to death by their horses through IQ test results and deaths by voodoo curse to why you have to wait 
in line for rides at Disneyworld Holland ca All 140 pages of What Are the Chances are enjoyable and convey much 
wisdom in an area where gut feelings and rash actions frequently prevail Colin Keay The Physicist An extremely fun 
read Insightful and full of interesting 
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